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Introduction

This report covers the development of a prototype x-ray sighting device for the U.S. Army
Medical Materiel Development Activity (USAMMDA) under MIPR 91MM1560. This
effort was conducted by the Mechanical Systems Branch of Harry Diamond Laboratories
(HDL) over the period FY 91-92.

The goal of this effort was to develop a device to allow the use of the Hand-Held Dental
X-Ray (HDX) in more general medical applications. Such applications require the x-ray
source to be placed at a known distance from the film plane, with indications of where the
beam will fall.

This effort consisted of two parts. The first phase encompassed the development of the
design approaches, and resulted in a prototype device (dubbed XRS, or x-ray sight). This
development is covered in an interim report dated 19 Mar 92, included as Appendix A.
The initial phase settled on a sighting device utilizing four solid state lasers mounted on
the corners of a metal horn, which would define the x-ray beam. The lasers would
indicate the locations of the corners of the x-ray beam at the film plane at various source-
to-image distances (SID). The precision location of the beam extents is important because
federal safety regulations mandate that the operator know where the beam is to within a
given tolerance.

The second phase involved refinement of the XRS prototype, and the fabrication of five
units. The XRS prototype was presented to USAMMDA in 2Q FY92, and changes were
proposed shortly thereafter. HDL refined the design and another review was held in May
of 92. The concept for the refined prototype, designated XRS2, was presented to
USAMMDA, and a few final changes were requested. Design and fabrication of five units
plus one set of bore sighting equipment proceeded through 3Q FY92, with delivery at the
close of FY92.

This report centers on the changes made to the original XRS which resulted in XRS2, as
well as suggested further refinements.



Mechanical Design

Several changes in the mechanical design were made during this period. These were based
on requests from USAMMDA, FDA requirements, and the HDL designers. These are
summarized in this section. The mechanical drawings are included in Appendix B.

Safety Rod

FDA requirements call for a means of preventing the operator from getting closer than 12"
SID on x-ray equipment. The original XRS did not meet this requirement, so a safety rod
was added to XRS2.

The safety rod is made of lexan, as it is relatively transparent to x-rays. In the operating
position, the rod extends into the path of the beam. The rod is hinged atop the XRS2 and
incorporates a safety plate which covers the HDX beam controls when the rod is in the
stowed position. Clips secure the rod in both the stowed and deployed positions. In order
to use the HDX with the XRS2 attached, the operator must flip the rod up out of the way.
As the rod is loosely hinged, the operator must then clip it into its deployed position to
immobilize it.

It is felt that the current design is sufficient to preclude an operator from violating the 12"
rule. The safety rod does not, however, preclude malicious operation of the HDX with the
operator or patient within 12". Though inconvenient, the operator can deploy the device
only partially, unclipping it from the stowed position leaving enough clearance to access
the HDX controls. The operator can also operate the HDX without the XRS2 attached
and potentially have direct access to the x-ray source. These scenarios fall outside the
area of normal use by a trained operator and are not expected to pose a credible hazard.

Power Supply

The original XRS was powered by a 9V battery for demonstration purposes. HDL had
planned to power the XRS by adding a power jack to the HDX. This approach seemed
logical as it eliminated the need for a separate supply for the XRS. Also, if the HDX
batteries were depleted, the XRS wouldn't be needed either, so sharing a supply seemed
an appropriate path.

Early HDL designs postulated a T adapter between the HDX power supply and the HDX
power cable. The was rejected by USAMMDA due to concerns of increased resistance to
the power path. During the design of XRS2, HDL proposed adding a connector to the
HDX which would draw power from terminals within the HDX. This would eliminate any
additional resistance in the power path. An examination of a prototype HDX at HDL
showed that such an adaptation was possible, the only modification being a hole in the
HDX housing for the connector.



This approach was rejected by USAMMDA due to the logistical difficulty of modifying
existing HDX)s and the fact that the existing HD)Cs were all prototypes. The final design
could differ from the prototypes, possibly precluding this type of modification.
USAMMDA expressed a desire to have the XRS contain its own power source, to consist
of readily available disposable batteries. Standard commercial batteries would ease the
logistical burden, and would lessen the downtime caused by recharging embedded NiCd
cells.

Due to space constraints within the XRS2, the power supply choice was limited to AA
size batteries. Four were chosen to provide 6VDC nominal. This eliminated the need for
voltage regulation within the XRS2, as the electronics and lasers could both operate at
6VDC. Designs utilizing power from the HDX would have required a DC-DC converter
module to step the HDX 24VDC down to 5VDC. These modules were approximately the
size and weight of the newly included battery pack, and cost approximately $100.

The battery system for the XRS2 comprises a removable panel on one side of the XRS2
which covers the batteries, a battery holder, and an interior bracket. The batteries are
mounted in a standard four-cell flat package secured to the bracket which is attached to
the inner wall of the XRS2 housing. The panel is sealed with a Poron gasket and secured
to the housing with eight screws. This design does not require disassembly of the XRS2
simply to replace the batteries.

Operator Control

The original XRS operator interface consisted of an on/off switch and an illumination
button with an integral LED indicator. The on/off switch was included for demonstration
purposes when the XRS was running on its internal battery. The controls were mounted
on a raised sloped panel which extended over the top of the HDX to place the XRS
controls just above the HDX beam controls. While functional, the addition of this extra
panel involved several parts and had the potential for fit/finish problems.

The original electronics in the XRS were designed to be used in conjunction with an on/off
switch, which eventually would have been replaced by taking power from the HDX. With
this scheme abandoned, this approach to the electronics design was no longer appropriate.
The changes in the XRS2 electronics are discussed in later sections. The new design
required only a single push-button, which would power the lasers for approximately 10
seconds.

The button used in the original XRS was difficult to mount. In order to fit in the limited
space behind the sloped panel, the button chosen was essentially a flush-mount design.
This type of button is intended for mounting directly on a printed circuit board, as
opposed to mounting through a panel. This configuration is not desirable for several
reasons.



By not mounting through a hole in the panel, the button would be difficult to seal. The
hole in the panel for this type of button is merely a clearance hole, allowing the button to
protrude. The button is physically mounted on a circuit board suspended behind the panel.

This type of button mounting requires many parts. The button must be mounted on a
circuit board which is held in place by several standoffs and screws. The resultant panel
design, even when optimized for manufacture, could still require several parts to create an
enclosed assembly.

These buttons are not designed to carry more than a few milliamps of current. Their
purpose is small signal switching. A single control (no on/off switch) in XRS2 would have
to carry the full current load (>100mA) for a short time, until the internal relay was
activated. Even though the time period was short, it was felt the this type of switch would
be unreliable at these power levels.

An HDL design goal for XRS2 was to devise a way to use a standard panel-mount push
button. This type of button physically mounts in a hole in the panel, providing a seal. The
drawback is that this type of button protrudes at least an inch behind the panel. The XRS
sloped panel did not have enough room to mount a standard panel-mount switch.

The sloped panel was also slated for change. Experience with the original XRS proved
that the panel system, while good from an ergonomic standpoint, was difficult to
manufacture (in prototype quantities), and posed a potential sealing problem. Clearly a
panel-mount button could simply be mounted through the top of the XRS housing, but it
would be very awkward for the operator to use while holding the HDX. Ergonomic
considerations dictated that the button be usable without the operator's hands leaving the
HDX handles.

The design of the operator interface for XRS2 evolved into mounting the button in a small
box attached to the side of the XRS2 housing. The separate button box could then be
mounted at the optimum angle and extension to place the button within easy reach of the
operator.

Going to a single button control negated the added safety of having two control actions
required to illuminate the lasers. In the original design, a separate on/off switch insured
that the operator had to perform two actions (turn the switch on and press the button) in
order to emit laser radiation. The design of the XRS2 incorporates a cover over the
button which must be flipped up before the button can be pressed. This should lessen the
possibility of inadvertent laser emissions.

Weather Sealinir

During the design review for XRS2, USAMMDA requested that future versions be sealed
against the weather. Though no formal specifications were imposed, it was agreed that



the XRS2 should be sealed against dirt, water splash, and light rain. Several features were
added in support of this request.

Poron gaskets were added to the metal/metal interfaces. The housing was redesigned with
a flange to butt against the baseplate, and a gasket was added at that interface. As
previously mentioned, the battery door also has a gasket seal.

A lexan panel was added to the inside of the housing to cover the openings for the horn
and lasers. Lexan was chosen for its transparency to both x-rays and visible fight. A lexan
plug was also designed for the opposite end of the horn, where it joins the HDX.

Through-holes for screws in the baseplate were eliminated. All internal hardware now
mounts in blind holes. The through holes for the four long attachment screws, which
mount the XRS2 to the HDX, are shielded with metal tubes. These tubes are mounted to
the baseplate and extend the depth of the housing. Poron gaskets on the housing interior
seal the exposed ends of these tubes. The attachment screws pass through these tubes,
protecting the interior of the X1RS2 from the elements.

The attachment screws were also modified to remain captive within the XRS2 when not
mounted on the HDX. E-rings snapped into grooves on the screws insure that the screws
cannot be completely removed from the baseplate. HDL considered this a shortcoming in
the original XRS, in which the long attachment screws had to be inserted through the
baseplate blindly. This modification drastically reduces the mateldemate time of the
XRS2.

X-RLy Horn

Another HDL goal for XRS2 was a redesign of the x-ray horn. The horn defines the
footprint of the x-ray beam, so precision is important in order to meet the tolerances
imposed on beam extent in the image plane.

The original horn was fabricated out of five pieces. Each of the four sides was a discrete
part and these all mounted in a collar, which in turn mounted to the baseplate. This
resulted in an assembly which could be prone to tolerance problems in a production
environment. The assembly also allowed some radiation to escape along the seams,
despite design features intended to minimize leakage.

The horn for XRS2 was designed as a single piece, including the baseplate mounting
features. The inside of the horn was removed using electrical discharge machining
(EDM). The EDM process utilizes a thin wire passing through the material and carrying a
high voltage. The part to be machined is held at the opposite electrical potential, and the
discharge occurring between the wire and the material forms a thin kerf through the part.
This type of machining creates very precise parts and is well suited for cutting non-circular
holes. The exterior of the horn was machined using traditional methods.



Boresight

The blank cut from the interior of the horn served as the base for a laser alignment fixture.
The lasers in the XRS2 are mounted in adjustable carriers to allow for fine adjustment due
to tight tolerances imposed on locating the corners of the x-ray beam. A simple fixture
and alignment procedure was developed for XRS2, utilizing the waste from the EDM
operation on the horn.

The blank is mounted on a vertical rod attached to a plate. The rod length is such that the
lasers are aligned on an image at the intermediate SID. The validity of aligning the lasers
at this distance was derived in the interim report. The plate has four targets on it to which
the lasers are aligned. The XRS2 is perched upon the blank, pointed down. Access to the
laser carriers required removal of the housing, which also removes the batteries and
control button. A power connector is provided on the electronics board, enabling the
lasers to be powered with a typical AC adapter (provided with the boresight). The use of
the adapter saves the batteries during alignment, and also provides continuous power to
the lasers (the 10 second timer is bypassed via the power connector).

Electronics Design

The electronics for XRS2 were completely redesigned. This was necessitated by requests
from USAMMDA and the use of higher power lasers.

The original XRS prototype contained a small microcontroller which took care of the
duty-cycle enforcement and controlled the power relay and buzzer. The elimination of the
duty cycle (10 seconds on / 10 seconds off) and buzzer by USAMMDA essentially
eliminated the need for the microcontroller. It should be noted that the microcontroller
was used as a design expedient in the original XRS and probably would not have been
carried over into production.

At this point, a simple ten-second timer was all that was needed. Pressing the control
button would start a ten-second delay timer which would hold the power relay closed until
the time expired. The move to battery power and higher powered lasers complicated the
design.

Upon completion of the original XRS, it was determined that the lasers were too dim.
They could not be seen at all in direct sunlight, and were difficult to see in bright room
light. For the XRS2, more powerful lasers were ordered (1mW vs. .5mW). After receipt
of these units, they too were found to be difficult to see in direct sunlight. It was decided
that these units would be used in the XRS2 prototypes to demonstrate the principal. The
user community will be able to provide further feedback on the adequacy of the lasers
chosen. More powerful devices in the same package size are available (up to 8mW).



Higher power lasers naturally require more electrical power to operate. All of the lasers
investigated during this task have been 5VDC devices, so the increased power
requirements manifest themselves in higher operating current. The 1 mW devices require a
maximum current of 75mA.

The AA batteries chosen as the power source can only supply approximately 130mA, so
all of the lasers could not be powered at once. This required a circuit to modulate the
lasers in pairs, so only two were on at a time. The lasers are paired as opposite comers,
so if one driver circuit malfunctions, a pair of diagonal comers would still be illuminated.
The final circuit for the XRS2 consists of two IC's, three transistors, three capacitors, six
resistors, and one relay. A detailed description of the circuit is presented in Appendix C.



Further Refinements

Several design refinements should be considered if development of the XRS2 continues.
Due to time constraints on the redesign from the original XRS, these refinements could
only be identified, but not pursued. The refinements are discussed below.

Mechanical Desiqn

Laser Carriers

The design of the carriers for the lasers was simplified in XRS2, but these components
could probably be simplified further. The adjustment method was also refined, the original
XRS used compliant foam as the resistive member in the vertical adjustment of the lasers.
Aging of the foam could result in misalignment due to material creep. The XRS2 uses a
jackscrew arrangement, eliminating any compliant members in the adjustment.

Some simpler concepts for alignment were discussed, but were not pursued due to
schedule constraints. The design of the carriers could also be simplified and they could be
cast.

Safety Rod

The safety rod implemented on XRS2 is a simple design with safeguards to deter
operation of the HDX without the rod deployed. Though effective, the exposed clips
which secure the rod in the stowed and deployed positions could pose problems.
Although the corners of the clips are rounded and the sharp edges broken, reliability
problems could result from the clips being damaged in their exposed positions.

Two other basic designs were considered for the safety rod. The first design was similar
to the prototype, utilizing a flip-up rod, but secured by ball and spring detents built into
the hinge mechanism. The second design was a rod which slid through a collar mounted
on the XRS2 housing, held in its stowed and deployed positions by ball and spring detents.
This design had the potential drawback in that it might be easier to partially deploy than
the flip-up arrangements.

Both of these approaches, and undoubtedly others, would eliminate the exposed clips
present in the prototypes. User expenence and feedback will best indicate if changes to
the safety rod are required.

Though the material used in the safety rod was chosen by USAMMDA for its x-ray
transparency, testing may be needed to confirm transparency of the rod. If the thickness
of the rod causes an image on the film, a non-contact safety feature could be implemented.
An ultrasonic range finder, similar to those used in Polaroid cameras, could be used to



detect personnel within 12" SmD. Though more expensive and complex, it is an alternative
if the current design compromises image quality. This device could also be used to
determine correct distances from the film plane when using the HDX in a fixed mounting
position. This approach lacks the lock-out of the HDX controls that a more mechanical
solution, such as the rod, provides.

Battery Access

The initial design for the battery door for XRS2 was a hinged door with captive quarter-
turn fasteners. This design would have been slightly more complex and difficult to seal
than the screw-fastened panel in the prototypes. The screw-fastened panel should be
adequate for initial user evaluation, because the batteries should not have to be replaced
too often.

Batteries could be a problem if higher powered lasers are required. The AA cells are near
their current supply limit with the 1mW lasers in the XRS2. It may be difficult to package
larger cells in a manner that doesn't require removal of the housing cover for replacement.
This design concern will need to be addressed if USAMMDA requests the higher powered
lasers.

Control Switch

A weather seal should be considered for the control switch. The manufacturer of this
switch does offer a clear flexible boot which provides a splash resistant shield. This seal is
not compatible with the use of the safety cover, which was deemed more desirable for the
prototypes. Most switches investigated during the design offered both water resistance
and a safety cover, but only in larger, industrial-type switches. If both features are
desired, a further investigation will be conducted. Note that many of the boots offered
start to lose pliability below 0°C.

The safety cover also needs field evaluation to determine its ruggedness. These covers
were chosen to demonstrate the concept, but may not be rugged enough for field use.

Sealin!

Some redesign should be done to conceal the gasket between the baseplate and the
housing. The housing should have its mounting flange recessed, so that the baseplate and
the gasket are concealed by the housing when assembled. This would result in a cleaner
appearance and would protect the gasket from damage.

The electronics should be conformally coated with a sealant. The XRS2 prototypes were
delivered uncoated, to permit modifications (such as laser frequency and "ON" time) after
review by USAMMDA.



Electronics Design

Further refinements of tue electronics design are centered around laser power and
producibility improvements.

Lasers

It is understood that USAMNDA will evaluate the XRS2 in operational scenarios to
determine if the lasers are bright enough under high ambient light conditions. If the HDX
is to be used primarily in a clinical environment, current power levels may be sufficient. If
there will be considerable outdoor use, power requirements may have to be reviewed.

Production versions of the XRS2 should utilize lasers with TTL control capability. This
would allow the lasers to be controlled using low-level signals directly from the digital
logic. Currently, the beams are modulated by turning the power to the laser on and off
This requires the use of discrete transistors to handle the power switching at the operating
current of the lasers. Use of the TTL type of laser control would eliminate two transistors
and two resistors from the circuit. Lasers are now available from the current supplier
which have this capability.

The electronics could be further modified to operate only one laser at a time, as opposed
to two. This would allow higher power lasers still utilizing AA batteries as the power
source. This would complicate the electronics somewhat, but the ability to raise the
optical power level without a larger power source would probably be a worthwhile
tradeoff If much higher power (several mW) were needed, the battery size would have to
be increased.

Producibility

The issue of using a solid state power switch (such as a FET), as opposed to the relay,
should be investigated. A FET may offer lower power consumption, as opposed to relay
coil current. A solid state device may also offer higher reliability.

A production design should also examine the use of surface mounted components. These
are not amenable to the prototyping board used for the deliverable units, but would offer a
potential reduction in size and cost. If surface mount parts are used, more complex
electronics, such as those to modulate all four lasers sequentially, could be accommodated
in the same space as the current design.



Appendix A

Interim Renort

This report describes the development of the initial XRS, and the various tradeoffs and
system considerations which dictated the design approach.
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1. Inrduton

The U.S. Army Harry Diamond Laboratories (HIL) was requested by the US Army
?I ical R&D Cmmand to develop an X-Ray Sighting Device to be used with the
X-Ray System, D•ntal, Miniature (X1SM), for making medical x-ray images in
the field. This sighting device would replace the dental collimator used in
the portable dental x-ray set. It was termed the medical collimtor.

2. wRairuets

rhe r for the medical collimator evolved over a period of months.
A summary of the -r-ir --- is given in Appendix A.

3. Coce~pt Design

Early concepts and approadus for the medical collimator are described in
Appendix B. 7 listed concts included the use of optics like that in a

ra viewfinder, the use of projected inages such as a box or "x" on the
film plane, the use of a lightweight extenable mechanical frame to indicate
beam locus on the film plane, and finally the use of a laser or oination
laser/V.tical sight. 7e latter approach wms selected for study.

A preliminary design of a laser/o-tical sight, was proposed and evaluated in
July 1991. This design, docueted in ARmxiix C, worked by projectin two
red laser dots on the center of the film plane such that the two dots wculd
join into or* dot at the cerner of the film plane when the HEN was at the
crrect sMnrce-to-image distance (SID). The design had merit but was not used
because a subsequent clarification of the requiruzns showd that the need
was to indicate the perimeter of the x-ray beam at the film plane, not to
locate the center of the x-ray beam. Also, the design had the disadvantage
that it required a large separation between the two L to get sufficient
horizontal parallax so that the correct SID could be indicated. his made the
device bulky. It also required sigif vertical parallax correction,
whidi would cause ceter-locaticn errors at at least two of the three SIDs,
and it allowed for only an indirect link between x-ray beam and pointer beam
orientation, since both were part of separate assemblies. Hence, another
approach was osidered necessary.

4. Cocp Selection

7he configuration ultimately selected was simpler than the one above, and
resulted in a more copact device. This conept enabled the source/collimator
combination to met the 21-CF2R r ;iie ts by projecting a red laser dot on
each of the fotw cornmer of the target film cassette such that the correct SID
is obtained to within 2% accuracy, and the x-ray beam was located inside the
film perimeter within the required tolerance of 2% of the SID. Ihe proper SID
and abinr are obtained when all four of the lamr dots, or when any three of
the four dots, are visible ( rostrcted) on the film cassette corners. It is
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sufficient if only tw dots are on the film, provided they are positioned on
,oppoite carners (diamtrally opposite) of the film cassnette. Locating dots

on ,nly tw adjacent corners leads to possible arbiguities about where the x-
ray be= is going. Features of the isgn are decribed in the next section,
ard dravmvp of the harmret are given in Appendix D. The device was
developed aacrdizM the plan given in Appendix E.

5. Device asn a Desig Notes

The central feature of the medical collimaeto is the x-ray collimator horn, of
rectangular crzos-section, made of approx. 0.2" aluminum plate. This born
limits the x-ray beam, which starts at the HEX as a beam subtemding a 30-
deq8r solid angle, to a J"47a ! cross section wLich will u et 14x17 film
at 40" SID, 10x12" film at 29" SMD, amd 8x10 film at 24" SID. Across
diawirnals, the x-ray beam still subtrds the full 30 degrees. Given the
small inciden angles of the x-rays, the aluminum plates are able to absorb
the x-rays sufficiently without using a lead (Ib) layer and composite
cwntructicn.

The f arn is Ijg r ciutely 4" long, and supports the four laser diode modules
(IEM) used to project the aimi be . lacatirq the LDU directly on the x-
ray colm,•:tor keeps parallax carrection to a minimum and creates a direct
uIanical link betwen the things indiictng (MM) and the thixM indicated

(x-ray beam position). Additionally, the ham also acts as a heat sink for
the 1Dbt, each of which dissipates 0.9 W of heat when operating.

e laser d i od.dules emit red light at 670 rm (visible, red). They are
class 37 (eye safe), rated at lu outputtpower each. Syst.e power is
cotrolled by an electrically program•able me ry (EP4)Q and circuit.
Currently, settirng of the circuit allow beam-on for 10 s maxizum,
followed by a 10-secoi delay before bea-on again. This fifty-percent duty
cycle prmo~te eye safety and redos battery drain and heat buildup. ¶fle
duty cycle or delay t s can be adjusted easily by re ruu nu the EPRC1.

The medical collimator mates with the HM prototype Source Unit made by Kevex
usirn the sam threaded attacdt points and MUnt•ng face used by the dental
collimator. The device is held to the HIE using for captive thru-bolts
I into thles attadinnt points. As these bolts are tightened, their
ha draw up aaJint the ho.uing oer, loading the housing in cxzpression
and seamrin the collzmator to the HEK.

The HM s x-ray tube collet was actually the starting datum for design of
the interface plate and other features of the medical collimator. Designing
out from this feature asmsrud centering and coaxiality of the collimator over
the x-ray smurce.

page 2



'li "interface plate" integrates the entire design. Its x-ray window ucts
the x-rays into the collimator, .ile the minied col lIar locates the
collimator accurately over the x-ray tube collet. 7he flat back surface of
the interface plate mates with the IHM frost ed the s-m way the dental
collimator does. 7he interface plate then precision locates the horn/laser
ass•u•ly over the x-ray window, and also supports the power caitrol
electrmica and the housing (cover) and switch asseubly.

he housing ws o tr =ted of .063 alumiram sheet, selected for strenth and
durability in a field uwircuent, and capable of suorting the load aplied
by the four thrai-bolts. Having the rmn vec section as the IDC, and
being about 5" in length, the device will fit in the carry case with the HDX
(but the foM pmddiru nut. be dwxpd).

he power cmtrol circuit design and logic is elaborated in Appe•• ix F.
Design specifications and general descripti of the laser diode modules are
given in Ajuxlx G.

A difficult part of the design is the D pceitic rs, Nmonted on the x-ray
horn. elase pmiiticnurs mt at the same tim, a) be easily adjustable, and b)
retain a given setting under various thermal and handling conitions. It is
expected that this part of the overall caept will evolve scam in the next
iteration of the design.

Mre is potential for lightening the overall design in a future production
design, throug h iizaticz of many of the metal parts, or rltla of
etal parts by plastic one.

This unit was physically designed around the Kevex HEX, but many of the design
ccts are trarsferable to a different source unit.

6. Sumary

A medical sighting device prototype was dvelped for the HCK %bhid indicates
x-ray beaum position and SID on standard film cassettes. 7he device collimates
the x-ray beam into a recta lar croa section subteding 30 degrees across
the diagal, and uses four lo-por laser b to indicate the perimeter of
the x-ray beam at any distance, and the correct SID cn three standard film
sizes (8 x 10, 10 x 12, and 14 x 17), by matciig the laser dots with the film
cassette corn . The present device is battery powered and conms less
than 5 W of poer; it fits in the carry case with the HEU and attaches to it
directly without any adapters, etc. Th presnted unit was physically
designed around the Kevex: HEK, but many of the design concepts are
tramferable to a different souce unit.
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7. prquutior: poqed changes to the medical collimator are itenized
below, based on evaluations to date of the first enineerin prototype, and
changes in the reuirIts:

- incream powmr of eaich IN frcm .5 WW to 1.0 mW
- p•w the cllimtor frc the 24 Vft upply in the HM Power Control

Assembly (eliminate the internal battery); use Nil Std cnector tee.
- cover x-ray beam horn opening and laer beam port holes with a

sealed polycaxtoate window (to beep out debris)
- eliminate rrm gps betwe badklate ad housing crnrs
- fabricwte bor-sghtiM devim for adjusting lame-beam path
- t feature to maintain at least a 7" (178tm) minimum distance

betwmen the x-ray ouc a the patiet±.
- re mas and reuce maer of fasteners wr possible
- the r O-Ir for a tape umasie to indicate the SID is eliminated
- provide a means to guide the throuI-bolts into their blind holes
- irov. method of positioning uI.D
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S T-MS 13 December 1991

!FCRANDEX JFM L. Beard, Supervisor, YAdhanical Systems Branch

SUBYECT Pquiiemrnts for HEK Medical Collimator

1. our branch is designirq a prototype collimtor and sight for medical x-ray
ig usingi the HMC (han ld dental x-ray, surce unit). Several cocepts
have bei exmined, includigr one using low-power visible lasers. As the low-
power laser ajppoc was taking sape, it became aparent that more clarity
was needed on the medical and logistical r--- for the collimator.
cOuaeqently, I met with Lloyd Salisbury of LMAMK and LTC Vankre of USAIER,
at Fort Detrick on T•ueday 30 July 1991, to go over a list of possible
reqL*r--e-ts, in order to pare down and prioritize the list. Mhe result was
the following:

2. Th•e medical collimator/sigh:

a. Using a slngle ollimator c (rectangular cram section with 30 degrees
arc o diagoal), mka exposumr of 14 x 17" film at 40 inches SID, and of
10 x 12 and 8 x 10 films at a p rq;r ite SIDs, such that the 21-CFR require-
ments are observed. 12-A 21-CFR reqirie that x-ray field does not exceed any
edge of the image retor (film) by more than 2 percent of the SID.

b. Must provide a positive indication of the SIDs. More than one method may
be possible, but at minimum a retracting tape masure or similar distance
indicator mist be pxxvided and must be integral to the collimator/sight.

c. Mist indicate film perimeter by showing the location of at least one set of
diacal corners of the collimated x-ray beam.

d. Mwe HlC and medical collimator should be corable with the long axis of the
film (and of the collimtor) either vertical or horizontal.
e.The HFOC with medical collimator must be cperable hand-held or tripod

mouted, includin pointing vertically dn upon patient and film.

f. Masnt have the potential for ru.gs! design.

g. Must be lightweight. Under 5 lbs. could be considered lightweight.

h. Is intene to be powere! via jiumer from the HED pwr supply. However,
d - trator versionw can have their am battery power.

i. Operation of the climator and sight must present no visual hazard to
operator, patient, or bystanr. Th visual hazard my be met by supplying
protective gagls or instituting simple procedures.
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S•IYBCr: F=RMR FPM HM CAIL CIDI •NT

j. The dots showing x-ray beam perimeter must be visible in both darkened room
and direct sunlight. It would be permissible to acd white tape or reflective
tape to film cassette cases for increased visibility of laser beam dots.

3.,Desired or Atcmtd

k. The collimtor will fit in the same carry case with the HMl and power
supply. With the medical sight it beccmes a "medical kit." A dental kit
cosists of the H13K surzc unit with the existing 20 degree collimator.

1. Th collimator will attadc to HM using the threaded hole pattern of the
1Kuvuc unit.

m. Ine collimator will be simple to operate.

n. Me sighting laser illumination will have at maximum a 50% duty cycle, with
maxim= uninterrupted illumination of 10 seconds after a single button press.

o. Te sight should not badly affect the mechanical balance of the hand-held
dental x-ray when the two units are joined.

4. Not

p. Indicatirn the center positicn of the x-ray field on the film may be useful
but is not necsary.

q. T collimator In not be self-powered or. reicargable. It is planned to
be powmred with a jumper from the HM power supply, since the sight is only
useful with the HEX and is not useful if the HM( has insufficient power.

r. Quick-attadi capability to the HM is not required. The medical
collimator/sight need be no easier to attach to the HMK than the dental
collimator (i.e., five minutes).

s. lb collimator is not required to display or indicate x-ray "technique"
chart.

5. Further work an the HM medical collimator will ite this
clarification and prioritization of the require• ets. The result may be a
simpler aproach than we have previously discussed.

Charles H. Roinson
V~cianical Engineer
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COLLIhAUC AND SIGHT FIR MEDI(CAL IMAGING USING HDC 3 July 1991

B g concocts:

1. Op±cL

a. ggtial sight. usin' camera-likm slit-imem o:ticj

Pros:- uses ambient light, no pmw required.

- split-imags optics are wall understood;
- can provide all the needed infrmtin, i.e, distance, orientation, and

anitering
- compact, iightwight.

- fragility of optics (shock, vibration, moisture, dirt)
- cst to develop spwialized optics;
- sighting is fran off-axis, in rd ir parallax error-requires very exact

adjustmn for different target distances;
- oerator is requirel to place head next to HMC to do sightiMr (awkward);
- sightirq is painstaking and requires good light, requires a good "eye" to

accomplish sighting and distance verificatian;
- difficult to do sighting with HOX in som orientations (esptially pointing

straight clam);
- absence of pattern or feature an the film cassette tc •ist sighting and

distance verificatiai with split-imge.

b. Mechanical version of the ootical s.cgt--e.q., adjustable "goalpost"
frame with crosshair sight for aiming and distance verification.

Pros:
- uses ambient light.
- requires no por.
- may be easy to make for a limited number of settings (40" and 60" settings)

- mechanical sight easily damaged;

- requrs• a good "eye" to accomplish sighting and distac masurment-
sighting is painstaking and requires good light;

- requires that each operator sight in exactly the same iay
- difficult to do sighting with HMI in som orientations (e.g., pointing

straight down) because the operator mist get behind the HEX to see throuah
the sight.

2. Prodected-imam siaht:
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a. E (e.g., box or cruiform cnter) using light souc. mask.

Pros:
- good for cetrn and orientation inforato
- siuple approach
- lightweight, compct
- aiming can be dIn with RM in any orientation
- cold adjust brightnes for ex~ition to save battery

- d• t provide film distance verification directly, requires that film
distance be measured sam other way

- projected light imajg my not be visible in bright light or against some

- expect large pom r draw and possible frequen nflb/battery relacment.

b. tjw-iower laser sight, laser pointers and/or line-generatixg prisms create
ce•tering image (criform, dot, or circle); combine with tape measure or
dual J to indicate film distance.

Pros:
- good for centering and possibly for orimetation informtian
- aimin icon highly visible in uost conditicrs, with potential for

visibility even in direct sunlight
- low power reui- its
- lightweight and cmpact
- aiming can be done with HMK in any orientation, no necessity to sight

throug an awkward mechanim.

- may not provide film distance verification (withUut optics), requires that
film distance be measured sm other way

- may pose eyesight hazard, due to reflections and projecting laser light
into wunmc bw~Amurad

- requires power
- possible high cnost for materials;
- un)=wn potentia for rugedness.

3. Extendlable Frave: flexcord tent expandable frame.

Pros:
- shm rrect distance and exposure framm
- %hen properly assembled, hard to use incrrectly
- possibly inexpnive in quantity.

CmIs:
- fra. may sag over the 60" distance
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- czrbersczu to change back and forth betwee the 40" and 60" film distwxm
- frame will interfere with the patient, and ray be unpleasant to patient
- if made of metal, prcblem of x-ray scatter.

4. Om.in-d otAI, ,-A Sh: using laser lins or cruciforman target,
use optics to verify distanc to target and "frame" correctly.

Pros:
- laser icn(s) indicates target ceter
- possible split hariz/vert laser lines form symmetrical cross at correct

distance. Dual settings to cover 40" and 60" targets.
- optical sight provide distance verification and orientation (framing)
- low powMr, uses minimm projected light
- maime use of aient light
- can be oprated in dark (usirn ler) or in intmue light (using optics)
- t and lightwight
- simplest cperation is to use laser to "center" and tape measure for

distanc

Cars:
- fragility of optics to shck, vibration, moisture, dirt
- high "cst to develop and qaalify optics
- operator is required to place head noxt to WK (a•wArd)
- difficulty of splitting laser light into horiz/vert lines
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MEICAL COLLUMACR O 22 July 1991
C. H. Robinson
Harry Diamord Labs

Genarel A&MgrCb

It has been proposed to use the HM (hard-held dental x-ray source unit) for
making medical size x-ray images (chest, head) in field locations where the
HO may be available and other x-ray eqzuimnt my not. At the standard
sawce-to-iae distance (SID) of 60" for such im hs • t ecessary exosure
time for the lot-powred unit is ewissive, and patient motion is likely to
interfere with image qmlity. Cb eqntly, a design for a medical
collimtor and sight for the HnC is proosed here •ich will make it possible
to make 14 x 17 inch images at a SID of 40", using a 30 degree collimator
angle. Sketches are attached whidc show the crmcept. One version of the
collimator is cox~eived for imaging only at 40" SID, another version can be
adjusted for use at either 40" or 60" SID. M collimator "cae" is
rectarqular in cros section to ccuply with the 21-CFR requirement that x-ray
expmor rot o•u outside film perimeter.

Te medical collimator for the HIZ allow the operator to locate the x-ray
beam accurately on the film by providing both centering and distance
indications at 40" soure-to-iige distance, accurate to within the 21-CFR
guidelines. 7m cxzmpt elaborated here involves using a pair of low-power
laser diode modules located a known distance apart and angled to the target
film plane to provide the centering and distance informatio needed by the
operator.

Design Information

A. lhe medical collimator is self-pored (battery), rechargable,
lightwight, hard-held, self-c ita d, compatible with the HIn (uses existing
threa attacmnzt points), operable in any orientaticn, and provides a
bright laser dot for high visibility on the target plane in a wide range of
ambient lighting conditions. The system uses Class-If (eye safe) lasers and
should present no danger to op-erat- or to patient or bystander.

B. C jn : cter location of the x-ray beam is indicated by a red laser
dot emitted by a low-power laser diode moale (IM!) positioned directly under
the x-ray collimator coe, and angled upards to meet the film in the exact
center of the x-ray field at the film plane. Reference the sketches. There
is a parallax error introdue by the vertical offset of the center-indicating
laser module, so a correction is by tilting the laser module upwards.
This "look-up" angle is 3.3 degrees i'• suzrce-to-iug distance (SID) of 40"
and 2.13 degrees for SID of 60". A ccqrci can be achieved at 2.6 degrees
look-up angle to give an otimm tradeoff when a single look-up angle must do
for both SI1O. At this look-up angle of 2.6 degrees, the centering dot is
aimed .45" low at the 40" film plane and .45" high at the 60" film plane.
This mont of error is within the 21-CFR guidelines.
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using a secondi lav-pciwer laser to project a beam that will exactly overlap the
first dot at the correct SID. An incorrect STh will reslt in the appearance
of two dots instead of one. Thes task of the operator is to change the SID
to mnks the center dot and the side dot coinacide. If the MDX is too close to
the film plane, the dot from the side lae will a arto the right of the
center dot. If the scinc is too far awoy -from the film, the side lase dot
will ajerto the left of the center dot. As lonig as the centers of the dots
axe within 4u of eachather, 4&iidx is easy to see at the range of 5 feet, then
the SID is accrate to within the 21 CPR~ guidelines (2% of SID). A variationi
of this concept is to project a 'vertical laser line (optically fanned-out dot)
from the side IDM, so that the task of the operator will be to manke the center
dot and the line coinci~de. This approach ul~ee it more definite which way to
vary the STh to got the proper distance, since the line can be differentiated
fran the dot (e.g., the line to the right of the center dot means the SID
shciold be inoreased, and the line to the left means the SID should be
decreased).

D. Yledical Colimator =iarad for S~inle Film Pln:a collimitor designed
for use only at the 40" film plane distance will have a look-upW angle of 3.3
derees for both the center and the side MiD, and a look-in angle of 7.5
degrees for the side IDN, with a separation distance of 4.76" between the two
laser modules. A collimnator designed for use only at the 60" film plane
distance will have a look-up angle of 2.13 degrees for both the center andl
side Ul1t, ard a look-in angle of 7.5 degrees for the side un1, with a
separation of 7.4" between the tw lasers. Me40"9 collimator is more compact
than the 60" colliiztor.

E. Medical 0011zator Desicine for [ual Use at 40" and 60" Film Planes: a
colliuzator designed for dual use has a tw-positicii adjustmient whichi sets the
side laser "look-in" angle to either U.5 degrees, for distance indication at
40" SID, or 7.5 degrees for distance idication at 60" SID. Th look-up angle
is set at the traeo~ff value of 2.6 degrees.

In summary, the key diummsion are as followis:

40" Onily 60" Onily Dua1 40" and 60"1

Lase Source Separation 4.76" 7.4" 7.4"
Distance (Single Side)

Look-In Angle 7.5 7.5 11.5 and 7.5
(Horizaial Aiin)

Lcok-UW Angle 3.3 2.13 2.6
(Vertical Aiming)
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Desicm Fepature:

- accs paral on side of clliator permits battery pack r I-Log t

- device has sheet alui. enclosure, ajpzv. 0.030" thick, and diuble
thickness on bottomn portion for stiffness.

- expoe film with lgq axis horizontal by rotating %hole HDC and attached
collimtor by 90 d1gre e, or considmr a way to make attaiet work for 0 and
90 degree orientation.

- design a special backplate to allow quick attacdit and removal, while
also giving acmwate positioning of the collimtor relative to the HM.
Conidwr having four t-posts and slots, with a pin-in-hole locator/lock.

- the device u.st have its own 30 degree ollimator built in.

- batteies are located as shoan to balance the device.

- shock isolators float the "cptical table" to protect aligmznt of laser
moidles. Proem: lining up c*tical suztmly with x-ray source. It all
my dem oan using the backpAte as a hard point.

(Reference tI5IGN.PW. AND DIGNI.P U files) file: design. doc
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(of Interim Report)

Dnawirigs of Sighting Dwice Hazdwamr, Ccoplete Febmruay 1992.
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AFPUdix E
(of Interim Report)

Work &uidn StnUzu for Medical Sight
Dviel.ult Task, 6 D•er 1991.



WBS for Gantt Chart of Medical Sight Develqcment Task 6 December 1991

1. PrcbleWTask Definition

2. characterize optics, Decide Aproacha. 21-CR guidelines
b. functional r
c. weight and size --qyirmnts
d. evaluaticn of alternative design onxcepts
e. selection of design approach

3. Conceptual Design
a. mechanical

- structural, including HM( interface
- otical
- thermal
- x-radiation collimation

b. electronic
- power, includirn HDX interface
- control circuit
- indicator panel

c. human interface

4. Hardware Design
a. mechanical

- structual
- optical
- thermal

b. electronic
-power
- control circuit
- indicator panel

c. purchase requisitions

5. First Prototype Fabrication
a. mdaia
b. electruonc
c. configuration documentation

6. Bencn Demmtratior aluation, Design Validation

7. Feature Redesign and Update

8. Fabrication of Additional Units (4 each)

9. De.mnstration and Hanzoff to !RC

10. FoZlca-Up and Stqport.
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PCMER CONTROL I=IT FUR HDX MEDICAL COLLIMA7M 9 December 91

- attach sight to HDX (t scres= match existing threaded holes in HDX)

- connct, umbilical power to HMJ (or insert battery into Uollimator/sight)

- toggle sight power switch to Q(
"* green LED on collimator illuminates for PM F condlition
"* circuit board receives powr
"* circult chcks battery status, if lw is shon by red UM on panel
"* pomr-on timer circuit starts, with tima-cut set for 10 minutes
" laser-on toggle witch is energized (me functional)
"* experienc constant sall current draw on battery/umbilical power
"* system awaits either laser-on toggle or power-on time-out

- toggle laser-on (sighting) switch
"* laser-on UED iIluvninates on panel 'when Inqs are powered
"* brief audible tCoS emitted to indicate laser on, different than HDX tone.
"* circuit board switches powr to tDM
"* start laser-on timer (time-out at 10 sec.)
"* reset poer--n timer to zero

- laser-oni time-out occurs
* reaes por from Itaf
* start 10-sec delay timar circuit (use same circuit as laser-on timer?)
* amber LED on panel indicates laser time-out delay circuit is active

- laser delay time-ot occurs.
". switch off amber LED on panel
"* restore control to UN powr circuit. 24 can no be activated at any

tims by another toggle of the laser-on switch.

- the laser-an/delay cycle is repeated as many times as desired or until
battery lw indicator goes on.

- the i0-minute timer runs out when the laser is not activated
* no power to the sight/coLlinator

MA)L (Red) "Battery Lnw L-:-

LAlI~ r (Gree), _R -,

(Red) M]ISER CII7
LA.ER

(Amber) 7 W Delay

/
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The purpose of the iO-second delay bete laer illiuinatIcrn is threefold:
a) convervw battery power, b) allow time for beat dissipation frPr the Ilft,
c) pranots eye safety thrizh it tant cperation of lasers.

SUM4M OF M3VLES AND FTN=fHS:
- panel for LE and switche

"* pane switc : por-n, sighti (Lsermui)
"- panel LMs: ari gree, two red, anter

- circuit board(s)
"* syutem-M timer (10 Minute)
"* laser- timer ckt. (10 seod)
"* laser-off tiner (10 occr4--cmil be same as above)
.logic

* several pow switces, logic activated
b battery level monitor

* tonsemitter
Sonnectors for modularity

- collimator
- laser diode m les (IEM)
- battery and holder

housing

"* H~C interface plate
". attac tment
"* 5CMurc-to-image-distarKB (SID) indicator

Do not permit the MU~ to see more than 5.25 Vdc. 7ir rated .perating

voltag is 3 to 5.25 Vdc. 2e each draw a=cdnaey 90 M.

A sirnle 9V battery is plannd for each climator unit.

Five medical collimators will be fabricated.
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SLCHD-TA-MS 15 Jan 92

MEMORANDUM FOR SLCHD-TA-MS (C. Robinson)

SUBJECT: X-Ray Sight Controller, Version 1

1. This is a summary of the work done on the prototype
controller module for the Hand-held Dental X-ray (HDX)
optical sight. The optical sight is a system of four laser
diode modules (LDM's) which are angled outward about the x-
ray aperture. These LDM's produce a set of dots
corresponding to the corners of standard x-ray film packs.
This allows the operator to position the HDL at the proper
distance and location for x-rays using various film pack
sizes.

2. To avoid overheating, a 50% duty cycle with a 10 second
on time has been chosen. The primary purpose of the
controller module is to enforce this. The module also emits
a warning tone when the operator activates the sight. A
detailed description follows.

3. The controller module is a simple timing and power
control system based on a microcontroller. The schematic is
shown in figure 1. The module is powered from a 9 V battery,
though future models will be powered from the 24 V available
within the HDX. Switch S1 is a momentary contact SPST
pushbutton which the operator closes to activate the LDM's.
Upon sensing closure of the switch, the controller sounds a
one second tone through the buzzer and closes relay R1 for 10
seconds. The switch-mounted LED, Dl, is also illuminated,
signifying the LDM's are on. After 10 seconds, the
controller opens the relay, removing power from the LDM's.
The controller also flashes Dl at 1 Hz during the 10 second
cool-down period. This enforced delay helps prevent the
LDM's from overheating and also saves the operator from
remembering to turn the LDM's off. Switch $1 is ignored
during this period, preventing the LDM's from being activated
during the cool-down.

4. The controller chosen was the Signetics 87C752, a reduced
I/O version of the Intel 8051 controller family. This was
chosen because there was a readily available stock, and the
built-in analog to digital converters (A/D's) and pulse-width
modulator (PWM) circuitry could be useful in future
iterations. Use of a microcontroller instead of discrete
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circuitry also allowed a quick prototype design and
flexibility in the timing functions.

5. Relay control of the power was also chosen for simplicity
for fast prototyping. A relay could easily handle the
current and future predicted power levels of the LDM's. The
relay also did not require the design of driver circuitry and
heat-sinking which fould be required in a solid-state design.

6. U2 is a hex inverter which handles the driving of the
high-current parts of the system (RI and DI). This chip can
handle much more current than the controller itself, and thus
acts as a driver and buffer for the controller I/O ports.

7. While a microcontroller may seem like overkill for a
simple timing function, it offers expansion possibilities for
future requirements. Using the A/D's, the controller could
monitor battery charge, LDM temperature, and other sensor
data. The PWM controller would allow rapid pulsing of the
LDM's at higher power than their steady-state rating. This
could increase light levels from the sight without adding
lots of extra circuitry. It should be noted that the relay
would have to be abandoned for an electronic switch (such as
a power FET) to obtain the rapid switching times.

8. Future improvements should include replacing the relay
with a FET, improving the visual indicator, D1, which may be
too dim in bright light, and investigating a surface-mount
design for decreased size and increased ruggedness.

Brian MF7
Mechanical *ygineer
Mechanical Systems Branch

cf:
Overman
Beard
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Appendix C

Description of Electronics for XRS2

A schematic of the electronics used in XRS2 is shown in fig. B-1. The electronics consists
of two integrated circuits (IC) which operate as timers controlled by simple
resistor/capacitor.(RC) time constants. One IC (U1) is configured as a ten second timer.
After a short delay following application of power (to allow the circuit voltages to
stabilize), this IC closes the relay for approximately 10 seconds, keeping power on the
system after the switch is released.

The second IC, U2, is configured as a 20Hz oscillator. When power is applied to this
circuit, the lasers are flashed in pairs at a rate of approximately 20Hz. Through the use of
complementary outputs from U2, only one pair is illuminated at a time. This is necessary
to stay within the current output limits of the batteries. The lasers are paired as opposite
corners, so that if one driver circuit should fail, the two lasers left would define a pair of
diagonally opposed corners of the x-ray beam. A technical description of the circuit is
presented next.

SWI is the control button, a momentary, normally open, push-button switch. When
closed, it applies power to the system. After a short delay determined by R3 and C2, U 1
latches the relay closed for approximately 10 seconds. This time is determined by R2 and
C1, where T=RC [T in seconds, R in ohms, C in farads].

UI is configured as a one-shot with a ten second output pulse. The delay (R3, C2) allows
the circuit to stabilize before triggering the one-shot. The on time of the lasers (D I-D4)
can be varied by changing R2 and C 1.

U2 is configured as a free-running astable multivibrator running at approximately 20Hz on
the Q outputs (the multivibrator is running at about 40Hz internally). The frequency is
determined by R4 and C3. Complementary outputs Q and /Q drive a pair of transistors,
Q2 and Q3, in the open collector mode. These transistors sink current from two pairs of
laser diodes.

The 4000-series CMOS logic was chosen over the 7400-series for its wide operating
voltage range. 7400-series logic requires 5VDC, ±10%, where 4000-series will run using
3-16VDC. This eliminates the need for a voltage regulator to put out a exact 5VDC. The
lasers will operate with supply voltages ranging from 4.5-6VDC. This assures maximum
use of the batteries over their life span.
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